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If society is becoming so beta then why is rap music so
hypermasculine?
March 13, 2019 | 2 upvotes | by spider_1337

Also whats left of Rock n roll is usually music that involves lyrics written about how woe is me, pity me,
my life sucks soo much, etc. Why is rap more popular if the lyrics are about things the average beta has
no experience with?
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Comments

gregoire_ • 12 points • 13 March, 2019 05:45 AM 

You’re saying this under the assumption that people listen to music for the lyrics and to relate to it. That’s not
really the case

rDiothe • 6 points • 13 March, 2019 12:34 PM 

A lot of it is just the beats/melodies...

But otherwise it’s because people want to relate to the feeling of being the “badass” guys in the song.

It’s actually a little funny, I was listening to a rapper talk about how he was going to “fuck someone’s bitch” the
other day and I thought how funny.

A generation of entertainers who talk about fucking the girlfriends of random Beta nobodies who are afraid that
a guy who pretends to kill people for entertainment is going to sleep with his woman.

It’s like a dystopian society when you get really meta about it. This might just be me but I thought it was
hilarious!

This is coming from a guy who actually loves a lot of rap songs. Take it as you will haha,

The other interesting thing is that it goes to show that if you are outwardly “alpha” enough, most of society will
deal with whatever bullshit you’re peddling.

These guys are the cultural players. They make the moves, they’re the artists = naturally they have influence and
that brings the fans, money, girls, etc.

retailfreedom • 4 points • 13 March, 2019 07:15 AM 

Rap is enjoyed by the mainstream primarily because of the beat, not the lyrics.

And no one takes rap lyrics seriously at all. It’s in one ear and out the other.

patacsiipse • 3 points • 13 March, 2019 06:10 AM 

Desire to have the attributes in the song

btrpb • 3 points • 13 March, 2019 09:30 AM 

You've only got to listen to Drake to know that rap is now for pussies.

GandMeChattri • 1 point • 13 March, 2019 10:33 AM 

Drake is a big time beta anyways. He gets rejected by women twice his age.

JustSayM • 1 point • 10 April, 2019 09:37 AM 

Because rap is survival of the fittest, at least it has been since it reached the alphas in struggling neighborhoods.
It still maintains that aspect today although much less so, some alphas will reside at the top because it's still what
we respect deep down. There is a massive rise in feminine/emo rap; however, talking on beta issues.

Just because much of it may be alpha doesn't mean it's redpill, or even masculine. There is much feminity in rap
now, look at the harsh, aggressive deliveries everyone had in the 90s to the sing-song RnB delivery today, then
take into account hip-hop fashion trends and softer subject topics in general where most rappers will still talk
bang-bang but also about how they're hurt that their soul mate sucked a next guy's dick.
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Also, most rappers, praise their mums as queens for raising them alone while calling all women hoes, not
realizing that they are probably the result of a hypergamous relationship where the beta provider is the
government state and the alpha is that guy they were told to call "uncle" when growing up.

[deleted] • 1 point • 13 March, 2019 07:08 PM 

Black men have been alpha for decades. Since there aren’t enough black betas, the black community has been
deteriorating with tons of single moms. This world needs 80% betas.

thanusall • 0 points • 13 March, 2019 06:22 AM 

It’s called “larp”
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